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System of Arrangement
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in one collection area—Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is, individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.

Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2012-3137-S are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

FOIA 2012-3137-S contains materials from the files of National Security Council staff member Walter H. Kansteiner. The materials include routine transmittal forms; press releases from the White House, the State Department, and various government and private sources (these materials make up the bulk of the records); transcripts of press briefings by Bush Administration officials; press guidance from the U.S. Department of State; pool reports from members of the media accompanying the President on various trips and events; presidential remarks and speeches from several campaign appearances; reports such as the National Drug Control Strategy and Statements of Administration Policy regarding proposed legislation; routine/ mundane talking points regarding meetings with foreign officials/ ambassadors; correspondence between President Bush and foreign heads of state; and routine memoranda regarding planning material/ agendas for meetings with foreign officials and heads of state.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2012-3137-S.

**Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

National Security Council
Kansteiner, Walter H., Files

- Press / News Conferences – 1989 [OA/ID CF01611]
- Press / News Conferences – 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01611]
- Press / News Conferences – 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF01611]
- Press / News Conferences – 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF01611]
- Press / News Conferences – 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01611]
- Press / News Conferences – 1991 [3] [OA/ID CF01611]
Kansteiner, Walter H., Files—Daily Press Releases
Daily Press Releases - January 1993 [1] [OA/ID CF01774]
Daily Press Releases - December 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01774]

Kansteiner, Walter H., Files—Presidential Remark Files
Remarks [by the President] - January 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - February 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - March 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - April 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - May 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - June 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - July 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - August 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - September 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - October 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - November 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]
Remarks [by the President] - December 1991 [OA/ID CF01605]

Kansteiner, Walter H., Files—Presidential Remark Files / Press Release Files
Remarks [by the President] - January 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01606]
Remarks [by the President] - January 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01606]
Remarks [by the President] - February 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01606]
Remarks [by the President] - February 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01606]
Remarks [by the President] - February 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01606]
Daily Press Releases - April 1-14, 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01606]
Daily Press Releases - April 1-14, 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01606]
Daily Press Releases - April 1-14, 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01606]
Daily Press Releases - April 1-14, 1992 [4] [OA/ID CF01606]

Kansteiner, Walter H., Files—Press Briefing Files
[White House] Briefings - January 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01604]
[White House] Briefings - February 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01604]
[White House] Briefings - March 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01604]
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Jordan 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Korea 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Kuwait 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Latin America 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Lebanon 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Libya 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Luxembourg 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Mexico 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Middle East – General 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Mozambique 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) [1] [OA/ID CF01771]
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) [2] [OA/ID CF01771]
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) [3] [OA/ID CF01771]
Namibia 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Netherlands 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
New World Order [OA/ID CF01771]
Nicaragua 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Norway 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
New Zealand 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Oman 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Pacific – General 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Pakistan 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Panama 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Peru 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Poland 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Portugal 1992 [OA/ID CF01771]
Colombia 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Cuba 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Cyprus 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Czechoslovakia 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Defense, Department of 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Defense, Department of (Hurricane Andrew) 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Ecuador 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Egypt 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
El Salvador 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Europe – General 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
European Community (EC) 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Export Enhancement Program (EEP) 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Finland 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Foreign Policy – Accomplishments [OA/ID CF01772]
Foreign Policy – Pre-Brief Questions [OA/ID CF01772]
Foreign Policy / National Security 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Foreign Operations 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
France 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Germany 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Great Britain 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Greece 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Guatemala 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Haiti 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Honduras 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
Hong Kong 1992 [OA/ID CF01772]
President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [2] [Pool Reports] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [3] [Press Conferences] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [4] [Press Briefings] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [5] [Communiqués/Fact Sheets] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [6] [Schedules] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [7] [Manifest] [OA/ID CF01549]

President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany (Economic Summit); and Helsinki, Finland (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [8] [Pre-Summit Prep] [OA/ID CF01549]

Bound Book: The President's Trip to Warsaw, Munich (G-7 Summit), and Helsinki (CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) [OA/ID CF01549]

Briefing Book - President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany; and Helsinki, Finland (Economic Summit / CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [1] [Warsaw, Poland July 5, 1992] [OA/ID CF01549]

Briefing Book - President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany; and Helsinki, Finland (Economic Summit / CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [2] [Munich, Germany July 5-8, 1992] [OA/ID CF01549]

Briefing Book - President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany; and Helsinki, Finland (Economic Summit / CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [3] [Munich, Germany July 5-8, 1992] [OA/ID CF01549]

Briefing Book - President's Visit to Warsaw, Poland; Munich, Germany; and Helsinki, Finland (Economic Summit / CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Summit) July 5-10, 1992 [4] [Helsinki, Finland – July 8-10, 1992] [OA/ID CF01549]
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